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LEAVE A COMMENT

Ben Lomond’s Mountain Community Theater delivers with worldclass
production now through May 28, 2017.

The Bottenberg & Horner Report
Mountain Community Theater presents the 2013 Tony Award winner for Best Play, Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike by Christopher Durang, directed by Peter Gelblum. The production opened at Ben Lomond’s historic Park Hall on
Friday, May 5, and continues on weekends through Sunday, May 28. The cast includes: W. Scott Whisler, Daria E.
Troxell, Robin Aronson, Correll BarcaHall, Ashley Sue Perry, and Sasha Voigt.
Bottenberg – “The cast was brilliant, brought the right level of believability to big emotional roles with a wonderful
understanding of the comedy of the book. The ensemble played so well with and against each other. Strongly and
professionally directed. Pace and timing was great, balance of the humor and the sadness so well done. A wonderful
play – balancing long standing family issues and unhappiness with a satisfying resolution. So much fun to be immersed
in a good play with good players. Mountain Community Theater is a gem.”
Horner – “A realistic portrayal of the everyday that lifts the characters out of daily drudgery to tap into the submerged
reservoir of deadend revisited, reconsidered, and ultimately rejected. Family, conceit, insecurity, introspect…and
hope, misplaced then rekindled and repurposed. Through the characters, we gain courage for living to individual
potential without fearing judgement. Perception is not necessarily fact and we learn, with sparkling wit and biting humor,
that we are all yearning for our own version of the glittering bauble and that youmusthavethewrongnumber phone
call for a first date on Saturday night. Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike is pure voodoo…it’s just a pinprick but it
makes its point. As always, an enthusiastically packed house at Park Hall, chuckles and laughter to the rafters. And how
old is Spike, exactly?”
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